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ABSTRACT

DAI is a frequent and detrimental type of traumatic brain injury that may lead to death and disability. DAI is classified
into 3 grades based on the anatomic distribution of the injury: grade I involves grey-white matter interfaces, grade II
involves fibers of the corpus callosum in addition to grade I locations, grade III involves brainstem in addition to grade
I and II locations. Due to the microscopic and delicate nature of axonal damage, DAI may pose difficulties in diagnosis
and coexisting brain injuries only complicate the diagnostic process. Thus, this article aims to evaluate the role of radiologic imaging in the diagnosis of DAI and its characteristic findings. Many researchers agree that CT scan is not a
sensitive technique for the detection of DAI, however, in the acute setting CT may identify life-threatening injuries that
may require surgical intervention. MRI is a rational second-line imaging tool following urgent CT, especially when urgent CT fails to reveal the possible cause of the patient’s symptoms and clinical signs. Yet, conventional MRI sensitivity
in detecting DAI is questionable. Advanced MRI sequences could contribute to more accurate diagnosis by depicting
microscopic hemorrhagic lesions (SWI), changes in diffusion properties of water (DTI, DWI) or changes in fiber tract
connectivity (DTT), alterations in the functional architecture of the brain (fMRI). Location and volume of DAI lesions
are important in predicting functional outcomes. In this article, we present a case of a 9-year-old boy who suffered a
brain injury due to a traffic accident.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is a frequent and
detrimental type of traumatic brain injury
(TBI). DAI is common in patients with moderate and severe brain trauma [1] and is associated with an increasingly worse outcome after a
head injury [2]. Axonal injury in these cases is
brought by high-velocity translational or rotational forces (e.g. motor vehicle accident, fall)
that act upon the human brain and cause inertial acceleration-deceleration movement [3].
This motion results in stretching, twisting, and
shearing of axons, breaking of the axonal cytoskeleton and impairing axonal transportation
[4, 5]. Axons of the white matter are sensitive
to diffuse injury due to narrow diameter and
lengthy projections [5].
DAI often occurs simultaneously with other
brain injuries, which results in a greater extent
of brain damage, persistent vegetative state, or
even death [6]. Delicate alterations of the axons

in traumatic axonal injury pose difficulties in
the interpretation of scans and additional brain
injuries only complicate the diagnostic process.
This article aims to evaluate the role of radiologic
imaging in the diagnosis of diffuse axonal injury,
its characteristic findings, and present a case of a
patient with DAI.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We performed a selective search of relevant studies regarding radiologic imaging of diffuse axonal injury. We chose databases from the subscription list of the Lithuanian University of Health
Sciences: SpringerLink, ScienceDirect, Medline
(PubMed), and UpToDate.
3. RESULTS
Conventional computed tomography (CT) examination remains the first-line imaging study
of choice in the acute setting of suspected TBI
due to its availability, fast execution, and abili21
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Figure 1. Hemorrhagic DAI lesions on CT scan:
multiple hyperdense punctate lesions at the
gray-white matter junction, right thalamus.

Figure 2. Non-hemorrhagic hypodense DAI lesions on CT scan.

ty to detect life-threatening injuries that may
require surgical intervention [7-10]. Classic CT
scan findings of hemorrhagic hyperdense punctate lesions at the gray-white matter junction of
the cerebral hemispheres, corpus callosum, or
brainstem (Figure 1) are present in only around
10% of DAI cases [11, 12]. Non-hemorrhagic
DAI lesions would appear as hypodense regions
on CT scans (Figure 2) [13].
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is superior
to CT in identifying the nature and extent of both
hemorrhagic and non-hemorrhagic cerebral tissue injuries including DAI [7, 11-13]. Non-hemorrhagic DAI lesions on MRI present as punctate
areas with low signal intensity on T1-weighted
images and hyperintensity at T2-weighted images including T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (T2W/FLAIR) (Figure 3) [5, 14].
MRI T2*-weighted or gradient recovery echo
(GRE) images (Figure 4), are particularly sensitive to paramagnetic blood products of various
ages and can detect a higher number of microhemorrhages than other conventional MRI sequences [7, 11, 15].
In addition to that, MRI is useful in measuring long-term brain volume changes following

traumatic injury. Atrophy after DAI can occur
in numerous cortical and subcortical regions including the amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus,
precuneus, parietal and frontal cortex [16]. Notably, loss of white matter volume after traumatic
axonal injury might not arise [17].
However, both conventional imaging modalities
CT and MRI are not able to reliably detect DAI
changes [7, 15, 18-21].
Advanced MRI techniques diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and diffusion-weighted imaging
[DWI/ADC (apparent diffusion coefficient map]
(Figure 5) can depict microstructural white matter damage in vivo by measuring diffusion properties of water [19]. Areas with increased radial
diffusivity (RD) and reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) values correspond with the diagnosis of
DAI [15, 22-24]. The importance of DTI particularly grows in the cases of mild TBI with negative
conventional CT and MRI scans [19].
Susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI), a 3D
modification of GRE, results in increased sensitivity for paramagnetic iron-containing products, and the ability to detect even smaller DAI
lesions [7, 25].
Functional MRI (fMRI) scans can identify DAI
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Figure 3. Axial MRI T2W/FLAIR sequence scan: hyperintensity areas in the subcortical white matter of frontal lobe, body, and splenium of the corpus callosum.

lesions as it produces alterations in the functional architecture of the brain. Regionally decreased
interhemispheric interactions along with extensively disrupted functional connectivity within the hemisphere are common in DAI patient
fMRI scans [15].
4. DISCUSSION
Traumatic brain injury extensively contributes to
death and disability all over the world. Based on
biomechanical and neuroradiological features
TBI may be divided into focal (fracture, contu-

sion, subdural or epidural hematoma) and diffuse injuries (diffuse axonal injury and diffuse
brain edema) [26].
In the early 1980s prof. Adams and colleagues introduced the term “diffuse axonal injury” [27]. In
clinical practice, DAI is a post-traumatic coma
of 6 hours and more following a head injury
without any obvious mass lesion [28]. Elevated
intracranial pressure is not common in DAI patients [29]. Adams et al. have offered a worldwide
known classification system for DAI based on the
anatomic distribution of the injury [12, 15, 30]:

Figure 4. Axial and sagittal MRI T2W/2fl/hemo sequence (alternative to GRE sequence, sensitive
to paramagnetic blood products of various ages) scan: multiple hypointense punctate lesions in the
white matter of cerebral hemispheres and extensive involvement of body and splenium of the corpus
callosum – hemorrhagic DAI.
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• Grade I (or mild) - involves grey-white matter
interfaces, particularly the parasagittal frontal
lobes.
• Grade II (or moderate) - in addition to grade I
locations, involves fibers of the corpus callosum,
particularly the splenium.
• Grade III (or severe) - in addition to grade I
and II locations, involves the brainstem.
A study published in 2017 proposed to extend
the Adams anatomical classification for DAI into
4 grades. DAI Grade IV are lesions in substantia
nigra and mesencephalic tegmentum, given that
these locations were from DAI grade III [26].
Current guidelines advise performing head CT
scan for all patients with a traumatic head injury and Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) below 15
[8]. However, 20% of moderate and severe TBI
patients have no pathological changes on the admission CT scan and for the ones who do – CT
is not reliable in predicting functional recovery
[15]. In addition to that, only up to 10% of cases
of mild TBI present with abnormalities on urgent non-contrast CT scans [31].
A. H. Karantanas and colleagues analyzed the differences between CT and MRI findings in acute
closed head injury. In this study, MRI detected
DAI grade I changes in 37 patients, grade II in 32
patients, and grade III in 9 patients, as opposed
to 2, 1, and 0 patients with DAI changes on CT
scan respectively [13].
Limitations of non-contrast CT scan regarding
DAI include poor assessment of early ischemic
changes, beam-hardening artifacts, signal dis-

placement near metallic objects, osseous tissue,
and calcifications [9, 32].
MRI is valuable in assessing head injury due to
its superior soft-tissue contrast and higher resolution compared to CT [5]. Because of increased
sensitivity for brain tissue pathologies, MRI is
a rational second-line imaging tool, especially
when urgent CT fails to reveal the possible cause
of a patient’s symptoms and clinical signs [15].
Typically, routine MRI provides more detailed
information about the defect shown by the CT
and possibly outlines smaller abnormalities (e.g.
DAI) that CT may miss. A retrospective study by
Cicuendez and colleagues has shown, that MRI
T2W/ FLAIR and GRE sequences are sufficient
to detect DAI lesions in more than 80% of the
cases and these authors recommend performing these sequences in subacute TBI [33]. While
other researchers argue that conventional MRI is
of inadequate sensitivity in diagnosing DAI [20,
34, 35]. Nevertheless, obtaining proper sequences demands additional time that many unstable
head trauma victims do not have upon admission [7]. Hence, advanced MRI techniques could
provide a more accurate diagnosis.
Due to fiber tract architecture, diffusion of water
molecules in healthy white matter is directional
or anisotropic [15]. Traumatic events compromise myelin integrity, thus, causing changes in
common DTI parameters: FA, RD and mean
diffusivity (MD). Typically, DAI lesions present
with increased MD and decreased FA [34-36].
In a DTI study of 27 patients with TBI, statis-

Figure 5. Axial MRI DWI/ADC scans: hyperintense areas in the corpus callosum on DWI scans
(1A and 2A) correspond with hypointense areas in ADC map images (1B and 2B) and confirm
restriction of water diffusion.
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Figure 6. Urgent axial CT scan on the day of the accident: fracture of the cranium and air in the
basal cisterns, near the tentorium.

tically significant changes in association with
axonal injury were observed: reduction in FA in
the corpus callosum, fornix, bilateral uncinate
fasciculus, and bilateral superior thalamic radiations and rise in MD value in left uncinate fasciculus, left inferior longitudinal fasciculus and
left posterior thalamic radiation [34]. There is
evidence suggesting possible recovery of FA index in DAI foci [35, 37]. Moreover, in cases of
DAI, RD tends to remain unaffected in the early
acute phase (up to 4 days), following a gradual
rise in the subacute phase (up to 1 month) due
to demyelination, edema, and macrophage infiltration [38].
Diffusion tensor tractography (DTT) is a 3D
representation of specific white matter tracts us-

ing data collected by DTI. DTT is a relevant diagnostic method for establishing changes in fiber tract connectivity during different (acute and
chronic) stages of DAI [39]. Due to the variety in
fiber diameter and their arrangement (e.g. fiber
crossing) DTT might not be able to precisely reflect the underlying fiber tract structure, leading
to misinterpretation of the tract condition [40].
SWI is a widely used clinical tool for visualizing
deoxyhemoglobin in veins, iron deposition in the
brain, hemorrhages in the tissue, microbleeds,
and calcifications [5, 41]. Compared to GRE,
SWI can depict both: higher number and much
smaller hemorrhagic lesions, thus, making it a
potentially better diagnostic tool for DAI [42].
Yet, SWI detects DAI indirectly through vascular

Figure 7. Axial MRI T2W/2fl/hemo scan 1 week after the accident: hemosiderin deposits in the
brainstem and subcortical white matter of the cerebral hemispheres.
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Figure 8. Axial DWI scan 1 week after the accident: multiple hyperintense areas in the brainstem,
corpus callosum, basal ganglia, subcortical white matter, and cortex of cerebral hemispheres.

impairment which leads to possible misdiagnosis [15].
Another progressive MRI technique that could
be of value in assessing brain trauma, extend of
axonal and myelin impairment is myelin water
imaging (MWI). In cases of TBI, this modality detects reduction of apparent myelin water fraction
in characteristic areas which is consistent with
pathological changes suggesting DAI [43, 44].
Quantitative MRI methods, e.g. proton MR spectroscopy (1H-MRS) can also investigate changes
inside the brain caused by TBI and DAI. This
non-invasive technique can analyze intracellular metabolic status by quantifying surrogate:
N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) is a marker for neuronal loss of dysfunction, creatine (Cr) for brain
energy metabolism, and choline (Cho) for cell
membrane production or restoration, inflammation or loss of myelin sheath [45]. In 1H-MRS
scans mild TBI and DAI are associated with a
26

reduction of NAA and increase in Cho due to
membrane disruption, reduction of NAA/Cho,
and NAA/creatine ratio [45-48]. Abnormalities
in the metabolic status of the cells measured by
MR spectroscopy contribute to better diagnosis
of TBI and DAI as it proves evidence of microscopic injury that clinical and radiological examinations may miss.
The outcomes after TBI and DAI may vary greatly. The grade of DAI corresponds with the severity of the disease, yet the total and regional
volume of the lesions is not often acknowledged.
The overall volume of DAI lesions is associated
with functional outcomes [49, 50]. A study published in 2016 has observed that the presence of
axonal lesions in the corpus callosum (DAI grade
II) correlate with unfortunate outcomes and the
volume of the lesions is particularly significant
[51]. Further research into the DAI grade III has
revealed that not all brainstem lesions are equal-
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Figure 9. Axial ADC map images 1 week after the accident: multiple hypointense areas of restricted
water diffusion that correspond with DWI images (Figure 8).

ly related to the outcome. Izzy and colleagues
have discovered that lesions located in the dorsal brainstem have higher utility for predicting
1-year functional outcomes than lesions situated elsewhere in the brainstem [52]. In addition
to posterior brainstem injuries, bilateral involvement of the brainstem is also a poor prognostic sign [53].
The distribution of axonal injury in children and
adolescents follows a similar path as in adults:
diffuse throughout the brain, but mainly located
in the grey-white matter interfaces [54]. Pediatric TBIs occur at a time when brain tissue is still
developing, bones of the skull and muscles of the
neck have not fully matured so the extent of the
injury can be more detrimental [55].
To sum up, many researchers conclude that CT

scan is not a sensitive technique for the detection of DAI, however, in an acute setting CT
may identify life-threatening injuries that may
require surgical intervention. MRI is a rational
second-line imaging tool following urgent CT,
especially when urgent CT fails to reveal the
possible cause of the patient’s symptoms and
clinical signs. Yet, conventional MRI sensitivity
in detecting DAI is questionable. Advanced MRI
sequences could contribute to more accurate diagnosis by depicting microscopic hemorrhagic
lesions (SWI), changes in diffusion properties of
water (DTI, DWI) or changes in fiber tract connectivity (DTT), alterations in the functional architecture of the brain (fMRI). Location and volume of DAI lesions are important in predicting
functional outcomes.

Figure 10. Axial MRI T2W/FLAIR scan 19 months after the accident: extensive demyelination, encephalomalacia, hydrocephalus, and deformity of the head due to craniotomy.
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Figure 11. Sagittal MRI T2W scan 19 months
after the accident: deformity of the head after
craniotomy, encephalomalacia, and atrophy of
the brainstem.

CASE DESCRIPTION
A 9-year-old male patient was run over by a car
in a crosswalk. Clinical examination at the emergency department revealed a GCS score of 3-4
and dilated pupils with loss of pupillary light
reflex bilaterally. State of coma and severe brain
injury were established. Initial head CT scan
demonstrated air bubbles in the basal cisterns
due to skull fracture (Figure 6). The patient underwent craniotomy for intracranial hypertension. Hydrocephalus developed and the patient
was treated with insertion of a ventriculoperitoneal shunt. MRI performed 7 days after the
accident exhibited hemosiderin deposits in the
brainstem and subcortical white matter of cerebral hemispheres (Figure 7). DWI/ADC scans
displayed multiple areas of restricted water diffusion that correspond with the diagnosis of DAI
(Figure 8, 9).
One and a half years after the traffic accident patient remains in a vegetative state, unresponsive
to the outside world. In the area of craniotomy,
the patch of skin is concave to the base of the
skull. MRI scan displayed head deformity, extensive loss of white matter, and hydrocephalus
(Figure 10).
28
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